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Grady Lab Week 2015

The area, which is bustling with Number or more MLTs, medical technologists and lab assistants, may

seem Adjective on the second shift - but looks can be deceiving.

There is never a Adjective moment on the second shift, it's been said. Orders come in all evening long.

And we Adverb head up to one of the floors to do a blood draw on a patient.

The lab staff is Adverb running blood and Noun samples, and analyzing Part of Body

fluids on all of the emergency room patients as well as inpatients and Noun - Plural .

Patient care and getting results out in a timely and Adjective manner is our number-one concern.

If we find anything serious , we will alert the medical Noun - Plural immediately. If the rapid test results

we find are not Adjective , we enter them into the computer for the doctor to review.

The MLT goes about their evening plating Noun - Plural and preparing them for further review.

Some of the samples we work with can be reviewed immediately. Others need to Verb - Base Form and

culture for some time. Organization is a key part of this job because you need to keep track of when each sample

has



to be run or reviewed.

Just as the MLT finishes Verb - Present ends in ING a culture sample, an order comes out of a small

Noun near the work station. A doctor needs blood drawn from a patient on the third floor.

The MLT moves to the back of the lab where the blood bank is located. There the MLT spends time

Verb - Present ends in ING blood so the hospital can accommodate its patients' Noun - Plural .

We type blood for any of our patients who are scheduled for a surgery, as well as any of those who may require a

type of fluid transfusion.

The MLT continues throughout the night completing grueling tasks. The next shift arrives and they are briefed

on what went on during the prior shift.

I really love my job. It is always and it's always a Adjective .
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